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About This Game

Training aim - This is a game for improving your skills of owning a mouse. Accuracy is one of the main indicators in
3D shooters.

Features:
• Nice graphics and music

• There are 9 unique simulators of your reaction, speed and accuracy

How to play:
Moving the mouse and pressing the "esc"

"Training aim" powered by Clickteam Fusion 2.5
Music: Bensound
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Title: Training aim
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Anime squad
Publisher:
Anime squad
Release Date: 26 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, Vista, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel Celeron 1800 MHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

Storage: 15 MB available space

English,Russian
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a masterpeace..... Whenever I get a ban on league I usually pull this up and leave league in the background as I wait for my
queue by playing a sidescroll version of temple run and a protagonist that I can relate to . Actually don't quote me on that last
part I'm not from African descent
. Fun game, like most Lego games, but it's pretty short and it crashes A LOT on Windows 10. Setting to compatibility mode
Windows XP helps, but it still crashes occasionally. If you can find it cheap and/or on another platform I would buy it there
instead.. The golf ball jumps over the figures, although the mechanics are clear and easy, a design level device that does not like
to forgive mistakes sets a certain complexity to the gameplay.. Excellent speed run title!

Dev was on stream with us talking\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and having fun. Highly recommended if you're a
fan of Super Meat Boy
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Love this bot, I really hope to see it in the next game soon!
. Hit a game-breaking bug that required cheat codes to fix by the time I was 25% complete. Hit a second game-breaking bug at
about 50%, with numerous annoying bugs in between. Avoid this game.. After playing this game, I dropped out of medical
school and became a Medical Malpractice Lawyer.

Rating: 7/10, I'm now rich after suing several doctors

 if you have an active imagination, especially one for mischief, you will enjoy this game. If not, you won't. . Really well made
space simulation. Trade, Transport, Research are all up for grabs. Incredible flight controls, manual docking is a real treat too.

8\\10. Fairly typical base defense game where you defend onslaughts of enemies that come from 1 general direction and try to
destroy your base.. if you like escape rooms, you'll like this game. best of all, it actually works as you'd expect and has control
settings for rift as well as vive.. This game keeps crashing and you have to restart frequently.
Highly not recommended until bugs can be worked out.. If you enjoy video games and want to learn more about the history,
then this documentary is well done and worth every penny & second of watching. I will certainly be watching it again.

Words of warning though... it is all based on the pre-crash era of gaming. No Nintendo, no Sony, etc. It's mostly focused on the
rise and fall of Atari - from Pong to ET. And, it may be a bit 'dry', if you're not a devoted fan of the old school game years. It's
more of a history lesson that game documentaries such Indie Game, or King of Kong.

I personally really enjoyed it and am hoping the series continues.
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